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About to Resource Person: He is passionate about mentoring new entrepreneurs, over the past few
years I have been participating in various national and international startup programmes such as
Google/Techstars Startup Weekend’s, Startup India events etc. held at KIIT University, Sri Sri
University, Centurion University, Odisha Law University, XIMB and other colleges and B Schools a
mentor and judge. He is member of the Electronics & Software Export Council (ESC) where I am the
Convenor for Odisha, NASSCOM and Confederation of IT Enterprises (CITE). He is an entrepreneur
since 1992, also the Managing Director of Catalyst IT Solutions Pvt. Ltd. CITSPL focused on
developing innovative, economic and efficient solutions for organizations ranging from as large as
Indian Railways and PSU’s (NALCO, IDCO, OMC, NINL etc.), to the neighbourhood kirana store.
His team developed enterprise management software for verticals such as retail (KiranaERP),
hospitality (EkonoPMS), publishing (EkonoPUB), Internet distribution (EkonoISP) as well as trade
and manufacturing/trading/services (EkonoERP).

These are the following things which were discussed in the workshop;

What is Technology?
▪ The application of scientific knowledge for practical purposes, especially in

industry.
● The branch of knowledge dealing with engineering or applied

sciences.

Why We need technology in management?
● Technology allows businesses to face contenders in almost any market. There are

several ways in which technology can directly impact business growth.
● In the changing world technology helps managers to accept the dynamic nature of the

market.
Technology includes:

● Hardware
● Software
● Networking



Exponential Growth of Computing:

Artificial Intelligence:
Artificial intelligence is the simulation of human intelligence processes by machines, especially

computer systems. 

1. Digital formation (ERP, DA, BI (Business Intelligence))
2. Partial Automation-under supervision of humans
3. Machine Learning
4. Full Automation (100% human efficiency)
5. Automation Delivery
6. AI Augmented Economy

CHAT GPT 4:
It can help data scientists find the appropriate data sets. Data scientists can also use
ChatGPT as a conversational interface to interact with their data. They can ask questions,
provide commands, and receive responses in natural language, which can help them to work
more efficiently.

What is Entrepreneurship
● Innovation
● Vision
● Passion
● Risk taking
● Creativity.
● Confidence.

What is start up India?
Startup India is a flagship initiative of the Government of India, intended to catalyse startup
culture and build a strong and inclusive ecosystem for innovation and entrepreneurship in
India.



What is start up Odisha?
Startup Odisha under the MSME Dept. Govt. of Odisha as the Nodal agency for building the startup

and innovation ecosystem in the state, came into existence in 2016 with Odisha Startup Policy-2016.
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